ISLAND BLEND

TAKE A LITTLE MELODY, SING IT LOUD AND CLEAR

ADD A LITTLE HARMONY MAKE IT SWEET TO HEAR

STIR IT UP WITH SOME RHYTHM, AND A STEEL GUITAR

DELICIOUS ISLAND MUSIC HAWAIIAN CARVIER

WHEN THAT SOUND COMES POURING THROUGH THE BREEZE

A TASTY TREAT, OF ISLAND MELODY JUST A SMOOTH MELLOW FLAVOR OF SONGS THAT YOU WILL SAVOR

AN ISLAND BLEND OF HARMONY
ISLAND BLEND

JUST A PINCH OF UKULELE, KI’HO’ALU TOO

(SLACK - KEY)

SPICE IT UP WITH PERCUSSION, ONO MUSIC TOO

MIX SOME PICK WITH BASS, TOSS IT THROUGH THE AIR

SPRINKLE NOTES FROM A GUITAR SERVE WITH LOVE AND CARE

(repeat chorus two times)